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Dante Alighieri, baptized Durante di Alighiero degli Alighieri, was an 
Italian poet, writer, and philosopher; the greatest of the Middle Ages.

He was born in May of 1265 in Florence, from which he was banished 
in 1302; he died an exile at Ravenna on 14 September 1321.

His Comedy, later christened Divine Comedy by Giovanni Boccaccio, 
is widely considered among the most important poems of all times.



The sun, the moon and the other stars. 
A journey to the center of Dante's universe
written with Sperello di Serego Alighieri, 
19th descendant of Dante. 
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Imperial Coronation of Charlemagne, Friedrich Kaulbach, 1861

Pope Leo III crowned Charlemagne Imperator Romanorum
("Emperor of the Romans") in Saint Peter‘s Basilica at Mass, 

on Christmas Day (25 December) of year 800.



Feudalism was created with the intention of strengthening the 
imperial position. Vassalage was a loyalty pact between the vassal 
and the emperor.
The emperor had divided the territory into counties that were 
administered independently by vassals. The vassal took an oath of 
allegiance to the sovereign: he pledged for life to defend and serve 
him. But over time (starting with the death of Charlemagne) the 
vassal would become increasingly independent.



German Emperors of 
the Holy Roman Empire

ROMZUG

Rienforcing the role of the 
pope as dispenser of power



Renaissance of Year 1000
Demographic, agricultural, 

building, commercial, 
"industrial", religious, political 

revolutions



Renaissance of Year 1000
Demographic, agricultural, 

building, commercial, 
"industrial", religious, political 

revolutions

1077: Humiliation of Canossa
Ritual submission of the Holy Roman 

Emperor, Henry IV to Pope Gregory VII 
at Canossa Castle



The Norman conquest of 
Sicily (1061-1091)

Guelphs and Ghibellines: factions 

supporting the Pope and the Holy 

Roman Emperor



Frederick II 



In 1289 the Tuscan Guelphs defeated the 
Ghibellines; soon after, the Florentine Guelphs
divided into the Black Guelphs, supporting the 
Papacy, and the White Guelphs, opposed to 
Papal influence.

Florence



Ghibellines Guelph

White                       Black







Charles, Count of Valois

Pope Boniface VIII

Podestà Cante Gabrielli

Cardinal Matthew of Aquasparta



Tu lascerai ogne cosa diletta
più caramente; e questo è quello strale
che l’arco de lo essilio pria saetta. 
Tu proverai sì come sa di sale 
lo pane altrui, e come è duro calle
lo scendere e ’l salir per l’altrui scale.

You shall leave everything you love most dearly: 
this is the arrow that the bow of exile 
shoots first. You are to know the bitter taste 
of others’ bread, how salt it is, and know 
how hard a path it is for one who goes 
descending and ascending others’ stairs.

Cacciaguida (Par. XVII, vv. 55-60)
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Dante knew astronomy and used it extensively in the Convivio and 
the Commedia to tie to reality his symbolic and allegorical 
ultramundane journey:
• as a clock, to mark the passing of time; 

Temp’era dal principio del mattino,
e ‘l sol montava ‘n su con quelle stelle
ch’eran con lui, quando l’amor divino

mosse di prima quelle cose belle.
Inf. I, vv. 37-39

The time was the beginning of the morning, 
And up the sun was mounting with those stars 
That with him were, what time the Love Divine 

At first in motion set those beauteous things; 



Dante knew astronomy and used it extensively in the Convivio and 
the Commedia to tie to reality his symbolic and allegorical 
ultramundane journey:
• as a clock, to mark the passing of time; 
• as a sui generis compass, to orient the reader;

Lo bel pianeto, che, d’amar conforta,
faceva tutto rider l’oriente,
velando i Pesci, ch’erano in sua scorta. 
Pur. I, vv. 19-21

The beauteous planet, that to love incites,
Was making all the orient to laugh,
Veiling the Fishes that were in her escort. 



Dante knew astronomy and used it extensively in the Convivio and 
the Commedia to tie to reality his symbolic and allegorical 
ultramundane journey:
• as a clock, to mark the passing of time; 
• as a sui generis compass, to orient the reader;
• as a cue for mythological allegories;



Dante knew astronomy and used it extensively in the Convivio and 
the Commedia to tie to reality his symbolic and allegorical 
ultramundane journey:
• as a clock, to mark the passing of time; 
• as a sui generis compass, to orient the reader;
• as a cue for mythological allegories;
• as a supporting structure for his Paradise.
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Dante knew astronomy and used it extensively in the Convivio and 
the Commedia to tie to reality his symbolic and allegorical 
ultramundane journey:
• as a clock, to mark the passing of time; 
• as a sui generis compass, to orient the reader;
• as a cue for mythological allegories;
• as a supporting structure for his Paradise.

But he made also other uses of the stars, e.g.:
• metaphysical (apt to describe the structure of the universe);
• psychological (to represent his states of mind);
• descriptive (adopted in his similes);
• aesthetic (as the sky contains "beautiful things").



The young Dante fell in love with philosophy.
At that time, the term philosophy also included the sciences and in 
particular astronomy.
Astronomy as a liberal art, one of the disciplines of the Quadrivium
with Arithmetic, Geometry, and Music (which went together with 
those of Trivium: Grammar, Logic, and Rhetoric).

«[Astronomy] more than some of the aforementioned [sciences] is 
noble and high because of its noble subject, which is the movement 
of the heavens, and high and noble because of its certainty, which 
is without defect, like that which comes from the most perfect and 
regular principle. And if there is any defect in it, it is not on its own 
part, but, as Ptolemy says, it is due to our negligence, and it is to be»

Convivio, II, 13



Considerate la vostra semenza:
fatti non foste a viver come bruti,
ma per seguir virtute e canoscenza.
Inf. XXVI, vv.118-120

Columns of Hercules

Heardof Odisseus
Archeological Museum, Sperlonga

Dante 
Alighieri

Consider your seed:
Ye were not made to live as brutes,
but to follow virtue and knowledge



Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519)
«By nature good men want to know»

Edwin Powell Hubble (1889-1953)
«Equipped with his five senses, 

man explores the universe around him 
and calls the adventure Science»

NGC 2841

La Gioconda



Classical sources: the supreme authority at Dante's time was Claudius 
Ptolemy, author of the Almagest, the Geography, and the Tetrabiblos
(abstracts and translations from Arabic and Greek).

Greek: Plato, Aristotle, Epicurus (Lucretius) 
Latin: Cicero, Seneca

Medieval sources: Augustine, Albertus Magnus,
Thomas Aquinas.

Arabic sources: Al Farghani (IX cent., summary of the 
Almagest, which in the Latin translation bears the title Liber de 

Aggregationibus Scientiae Stellarum et Principiis Coelestium
Motuum; also cited in the Convivio, II V 16), 

Avicenna (XI cent.), 
Averroes (XII cent., «ch'el gran comento feo»; 

who made the great comment)
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• Geocentric, and the Earth is a sphere: 
(but see also Aristarchus Samius).

• Dual:
- terrestrial world (under the sphere of the Moon)

corruptible and imperfect
chemistry: earth, water, air, fire (Empedocles)
motions: rectilinear that are consumed

- celestial world (above the sphere of the Moon)
incorruptible and perfect
chemistry: ether (Aristotle)
motions: eternal circular (perfection) 

• Enclosed by the sphere of fixed stars, compact 
and animated by a divine engine.

• Horror vacui.
• Unique and without origin or end (uncreated); 
• (but see also Plato).
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Epicurus (341-270 a.C.)

che l'anima col corpo morta fanno
that make the soul die with the body 
Inf. X, 15

Farinata degli Uberti



«O Tosco che per la città del foco
vivo ten vai così parlando onesto,
piacciati di restare in questo loco 

La tua loquela ti fa manifesto
di quella nobil patria natio
a la qual forse fui troppo molesto»

“O Tuscan, thou who through the city of fire
Goest alive, thus speaking modestly,
Be pleased to stay thy footsteps in this place.

Thy mode of speaking makes thee manifest
A native of that noble fatherland,
To which perhaps I too molestful was.”





Come distinta da minori e maggi
lumi biancheggia tra' poli del mondo
Galassia sì, che fa dubbiar ben saggi
Par. XIV, vv. 97-99 

Even as distinct with less and greater lights
Glimmers between the two poles of the world
The Galaxy that maketh wise men doubt



Nicolas Poussin: Phaeton asks Apollo to drive the chariot of the Sun

The son of Helios who obtains from his father to drive the chariot 
of the Sun but, being unable to keep the horses in check, he scars 
the sky and sets fire to the earth, for which Jupiter is forced to 
shoot him down.



Sidereus Nuncius, 1610



Centro della Terra

’’ripa discoscesa’’ (steep slope)

VII circle 
(violence)

VIII circle ’’Malebolge’’
(fraud)



Ella sen va notando lenta lenta:
rota e discende, ma non me n’accorgo
se non che al viso e di sotto mi venta.

Inf. XVII, vv. 115-117

Onward he goeth, swimming slowly, slowly;
Wheels and descends, but I perceive it only
By wind upon my face and from below.



In the Dialogo sopra i due massimi sistemi del mondo (Dialogue 
on the two greatest systems of the world), Galilei exposes a 
confrontation between 
• Filippo Salviati a Florentine scientist to whom Galilei entrusts 

the arguments of his own Copernican ideas, and 
• Giovan Francesco Sagredo, a Venetian nobleman who 

represents the addressee of the work, who can be identified in 
a person curious but not expert on the subject. 

The theme is a Gedankenexperiment
on a "gran naviglio" (big ship) to show 

the relativity of uniform motion.



“With a few friends, place yourselves in the largest room under 
cover of a big ship. There, see that you have flies, butterflies and 
similar flying creatures. Let there also be a large vase of water, 
and some small fish in it. Suspend also at the top some buckets 
which, drop by drop, pour water into another vase, with a 
narrow mouth, which is placed at the bottom.” 

Dialogue…: II day
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by Mark A. Peterson, Am. J. Phys. 1979 (cf. Andreas Speiser, 1925)

ch’i’ non so dire / qual Bëatrice per loco mi scelse. (Par. 27, vv. 101-102) 

Sandro Botticelli 

Dante and Beatrice 

in the moon sky
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Two centers

Place from where Dante 

sees both down to the 

Earth and up to God
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Brunetto Latini 

(1220-1294)
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Sensible world
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Earth

Angelic Choir

Planetary 
Spheres
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Here and Now

Cosmic Horizon

Here and Now
t = 14 billion yr

Cosmic Horizon
t = 0Adapted from M. Bersanelli.
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Here and Now

Cosmic Horizon

Here and Now
t = 14 billion yr

Cosmic Horizon
t = 0

In any direction you look at sky background, 
you see the same point of the space-time: 

the origin of the universe.







Quando noi fummo là dove la coscia
si volge, a punto in sul grosso de l’anche,
lo duca, con fatica e con angoscia, 

volse la testa ov’elli avea le zanche,
e aggrappossi al pel com’om che sale,
sì che ’n inferno i’ credea tornar anche. 

Inf. 34, vv. 76-81

When we were come to where the thigh revolves
Exactly on the thickness of the haunch,
The Guide, with labour and with hard-drawn breath,

Turned round his head where he had had his legs,
And grappled to the hair, as one who mounts,
So that to Hell I thought we were returning.



Di là fosti cotanto quant’io scesi;
quand’io mi volsi, tu passasti ’l punto
al qual si traggon d’ogne parte i pesi

Inf. 34, vv. 109-111

Gravity? Certainly not! 
And not even spherical geometry. 

Just the Aristotelian concept of grave.

That side thou wast, so long as I descended;
When round I turned me, thou didst pass the point
To which things heavy draw from every side



In the canto II of Paradise, Beatrice explains to Dante the "real" 
reasons for the moon spots: they are differences in density that 
cause sunlight to reflect differently. 

Here Beatrice preempts 
Dante's "mistaken" objection 
that different surface brightness 
should correspond 
to different distances 
with the following 
mental experiment.



Tre specchi prenderai; e i due rimovi
da te d’un modo, e l’altro, più rimosso,
tr’ambo li primi li occhi tuoi ritrovi.

Rivolto ad essi, fa che dopo il dosso
ti stea un lume che i tre specchi accenda
e torni a te da tutti ripercosso.

Ben che nel quanto tanto non si stenda
la vista più lontana, lì vedrai
come convien ch’igualmente risplenda.

Thou ’lt take three mirrors; two of them removed
at equal distance from thee, let the third,
placed ’tween them, more remotely meet thine eyes.

Then, turning toward them, let a lamp stand so
between them, as to shine upon all three,
and be reflected on thee from them all.

Though the most distant light will not extend
so much in quantity, thou ’lt see thereby
how it must needs with equal brightness shine.
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Heinrich Wilhelm Olbers 
(1758 1840)



W. Hogarth... many thanks 
for your patiencezzzzzz

zzzz


